CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
Please complete the registration form, include details of payment and please return by fax (+606 331 6922) @ email (icohat@utem.edu.my)

1.0 PERSONAL PARTICULARS
Title: (Prof. /Assoc Prof. / Dr./Mr. /Mrs. /Ms.)
Name: 
Pasport No. / I.C. No.: 
Organisation / University: 
Mailing Address: 
City: 
Tel: Mobile: Fax: 
Email: 

2.0 PAPER PRESENTATION
* Participant / Presenter No. of Paper(s): 
Title of Paper: 

3.0 IMPORTANT DATES
18 May 2016 Submission of Full Paper 
8 June 2016 Acceptance/Rejection of Full Paper 
3 August 2016 Closing Date for Registration 
16 August 2016 Post Graduate Workshop 
17 & 18 August 2016 Conference Day 

4.0 MODE OF PAYMENT
Cash, Bank Draft, Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) and Banker's cheque.

Please fax (+606 331 6922) or email us a copy of the transaction payment slip and CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM as a proof of payment.
For further bank transfer details, email us at icohat@utem.edu.my

Details of account:
Bank draft / Cheque made payable to BENDAHARI UNIVERSITI TEKNIKAL MALAYSIA MELAKA.
For Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT):
Beneficiary Name: Bendahari Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka
Bank Name: Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad
Account No.: 04-042-01-000083-3
Swift Code: BIMBMYKL

Amount: (RM): 
Signature: Date: 

Supported by
Center for Languages and Human Development
C-Ted (Center of Technopreneurship Development), IPTK

Selected papers will be published in SCOPUS indexed publication
http://icohat2016.utem.edu.my
INTRODUCTION

The First International Conference on Humanities and Technology (ICOHAT 2016) is an interdisciplinary conference for presenting theories, research findings and new advancements in the areas of arts, social sciences and technology.

ICOHAT 2016 offers a wide ranging of topics to be discussed in local as well as global context, either through the prism of humanities, social sciences, management, Islamic study and technology.

Hence, the conference which is jointly organized by the Center for Languages and Human Development (CLHD) and C-Ted (Center of Technopreneurship Development), IPTK can provide an important platform for researchers in providing their intellectual input with regard to current issues and challenges from these diverse fields.

Selected full papers presented in this conference will be published in Scopus-Indexed Journals. All other papers will be compiled and published as book chapters.

OBJECTIVES

• To disseminate the latest information and knowledge relating to humanities, sciences and technology via academic intellectual discourse.

• To establish smart partnership between universities, government agencies and industries in providing meaningful ideas and solutions to issues related to sciences and technology in the context of social and national development.

TOPICS OF INTEREST

ICOHAT 2016 is an international conference devoted to interdisciplinary studies of arts, social sciences technology.

Topics of interest for submission include, but are not limited to:
- Language and Technical Communication
- Islam, Human and Technology
- Civilizational Studies
- Community Development and Industry Relations
- Education and T-Vet
- Human Resource Development
- Creativity and Innovation in Technology
- Psychology and Industrial Counselling
- Media in Technology
- Technology Management
- Business and Entrepreneurship
- Other related studies

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

• Academicians
• Researchers
• Post-graduate students
• Representative of related agencies and institutions.

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation is not provided by the organiser. For any assistance, participants may directly contact the following hotel:

AVILLION LEGACY MELAKA
146 Jalan Hang Tuah
75300 Melaka, Malaysia
Phone: +606 281 6868 Fax: +606 281 9898
http://avillion.com/avillionlegacymelaka

REGISTRATION FEE

Presenter (per paper) - Early Bird (Registration until 15 June 2016)
RM1700.00 (425 USD) - Inclusive GST

Presenter (per paper) - (Registration until 3 August 2016)
RM1800.00 (450 USD) - Inclusive GST

Presenter (per paper) - (Minimum of 3 pax)
RM1700.00 (425 USD) - Inclusive GST

Additional Paper
RM950.00 (250 USD)

Participant
RM500.00

Post Graduate Workshop (16 August 2016)
RM500.00

Poster Presentation (local Participant only)
RM250.00

CONTACTS

Dr. Mahadi bin Abu Hassan  +606 331 6924
Dr. Zanariah binti Jano  +606 331 6903
Siti Rohana binti Omar  +606 331 6961
Aryanti binti Ismail  +606 331 6918
Noor Hamaliah binti Mohd Basri +606 331 6919

Fax : +606 331 6922
Email : icohat@utem.edu.my
Address : Secretariat of ICOHAT 2016, Center for Languages and Human Development Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM) Hang Tuah Jaya, 76000 Durian Tunggal, Melaka, MALAYSIA.